IO3 - Family Learning Toolkit

Introduction to Comic Strips
For children between the ages of 8 and 12
The toolkit will provide a series of 12 themed comic strips that will follow the life of a family –
these comics will form a series called ‘Talking Makes us Stronger’.
• Of the 12 comics, 6 will present scenarios that show positive activities that families can do
together; and 6 comics will present mild conflict situations, and show how conflicts with
siblings, friends and parents can be resolved peacefully.
• An activity sheet will be included on the back page of each comic, where parents will be
presented with a series of avatars or symbols to represent different emotions.
• Parents can ask children to colour in the avatar that best describes how they are feeling after
hearing the story, and then parents and children can work to discuss the child’s feelings
together.
• These activities will support parents to talk to their children about positive behaviours and
relationships within the family.

Learning Outcomes for Children
Knowledge

Skills

Knowledge of positive activities that Describe positive activities that
families can do together
families can undertake together

Attitudes
Awareness of healthy and
unhealthy family dynamics

Knowledge of (mild) family conflict

Give examples of activities your own Awareness of who or where to go
family undertakes
to seek help or advice

Knowledge of how my behaviour
impacts others

Identify (mild) conflict situations in a Awareness of how behaviour
family
impacts others

Knowledge of the importance of
talking about my feelings

Describe how my behaviour, and the Appreciate why it is important to
behaviour of others, impacts my
talk to parents and siblings when I
family
feel sad or scared.

Knowledge of how to talk about my Talk about my feelings and describe
emotions and feelings
how conflict makes me feel

IO3: Comic Strips for Children

Happy Family

Conflict Family

1. Fun Around The Fire
2. Let’s Do Some Baking
3. The Big Game
4. Festive Fun
5. Cheer Up, Buttercup
6. Saved By My Sister

1. Little Ball Of Anger
2. Traffic Light Emotions
3. New Arrival
4. Quality Time
5. Technology Timeout
6. Puppy Love

Happy Family – Fun Around The Fire

Conflict Family – Little Ball of Anger

Let’s make a comic strip!
Click Here!
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